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MARIJUANA POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS INTERIM COMMITTEE 

ERIN SULLIVAN –  MARCH 2024 

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

During the 2023-2024 interim, the Economic Affairs Interim Committee (EAIC) received public comment 

from the marijuana industry about issues regarding existing statutes, newly passed legislation, and 

emerging issues. Stakeholders requested that EAIC review the feedback and topics along with its 

statutory oversight of the Cannabis Control Division (CCD) and administrative rules for potential 

legislative changes. 

This paper summarizes the stakeholder comments and topics of concern received by EAIC during the 

interim. It is important to note that the issues outlined in this paper are merely a compilation of 

stakeholder comments collected by staff based on committee hearings and discussions to date. The paper 

is organized by topic, includes references to statute, relevant stakeholder comments, and is meant to 

assist the committee in its discussion with the stakeholders as the committee reviews potential policy 

options for the upcoming 2025 legislative session. 

The committee could choose to work on one, many, or none of these issues. Additionally, the committee 

could seek additional information from the department or other stakeholders on one or more issues prior 

to deciding on a committee bill, or the committee could recommend to the department to seek agency 

legislation to address a particular issue.1 

ISSUES 

2023 LEGISLATION CHANGES 

Of the four marijuana bills passed during the 2023 legislative session, stakeholders suggest amendments 

to provisions contained in two bills: HB903 and HB948.  

EXPLANATION:  

HB903 includes an amendment that requires the Board of Medical Examiners to make a report to the 

department when a physician exceeds a certain number of written certifications in a calendar year: 

16-12-509. Written certification — accompanying statements.  

(6) The department shall provide the board of medical examiners with the name of any physician 

who provides a written certification for 39 or more patients within any given calendar year. The 

board of medical examiners shall review the physician's practices in order to determine whether 

 

1 References to statute are for the Montana Code Annotated (MCA), references to rule are for the Administrative Rules of 
Montana (ARM), and references to the department are for the Department of Revenue (DOR). 

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/sesslaws/ch0743.pdf
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the practices meet the standard of care. The physician whose practices are under review shall pay 

the costs of the board's review activities.  

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTION: 

• Strike language inserted during the 2023 legislative session that requires physicians who reach 39 

referrals or more in a year for medical cannabis to be reviewed by the MT Board of Medical 

Examiners. 

EXPLANATION:  

HB948 creates a ban on synthetic cannabinoids and therefore creates the following definition: 

16-12-102. Definitions. 

(39) "Synthetic cannabinoids" has the meaning provided in 50-32-222 and includes any 

cannabinoids produced artificially, whether from chemical synthesis or biosynthesis using 

recombinant biological agents, including but not limited to yeast and algae. 

Additionally, HB948 adds provisions to the statute governing the department’s hotline and reporting of 

complaints regarding licensees: 

16-12-125. Hotline — reporting — referrals. (1) The department shall create and maintain a 

hotline to receive reports of suspected abuse of the provisions of this chapter. 

 (2) An individual making a complaint must be a resident and shall provide the individual's 

name, street address, and phone number. 

 (3) The department shall provide a copy of the complaint to the person or licensee that is 

the subject of the complaint. 

 (4) The department may: 

 (a) investigate reports of suspected abuse of the provisions of this chapter; or 

 (b) refer reports of suspected abuse to the law enforcement agency having jurisdiction in 

the area where the suspected abuse is occurring. 

 (5) The department shall make available to the public complaints about violations of 16-

12-117(3), including: 

 (a) information regarding the types of businesses or products being reported; and 

 (b) any disciplinary action taken against a person in violation of 16-12-117(3). 

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/sesslaws/ch0746.pdf
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 (6) The department reports made to the legislature pursuant to 16-12-110 must include 

the number of investigations and complaints the department referred to law enforcement and the 

complaints' disposition. 

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTION: 

• Distinguish between cannabis and hemp-derived synthetic cannabinoids. 

• Make complaints from the licensee and the public confidential. 

ADVERTISING 

EXPLANATION: 

The statutory provisions for marijuana advertising are as follows: 

16-12-211. Limitations on advertising — rulemaking. (1) Except as provided in subsection (3), 

persons with licenses may not advertise marijuana or marijuana products. 

 (2) A listing in a directory of businesses authorized under this chapter is not advertising for 

the purposes of this section. 

 (3) (a) A licensee may engage in electronic advertising such as maintaining a website and 

advertising on web applications, provided that no electronic advertisement produced by the 

licensee contains a statement or illustration that: 

 (i) is false or misleading; 

 (ii) promotes overconsumption of marijuana or marijuana products; 

 (iii) depicts the actual consumption of marijuana or marijuana products; 

 (iv) depicts a person under 21 years of age consuming marijuana; 

 (v) makes any health, therapeutic, or medicinal claims about marijuana or marijuana 

products; or 

 (vi) is designed in a way that is likely to appeal to minors and includes cartoons, animals, 

children, or any other likeness to images, characters, or phrases that are designed in any manner 

to be appealing or to encourage consumption of marijuana by persons under 21 years of age. 

 (b) A licensee may not advertise marijuana or marijuana products using pop-up 

advertisements that display in a new internet browser window. 
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 (c) A licensee may not direct advertising of marijuana or marijuana products toward 

mobile devices in the form of push notifications unless users affirmatively opt in to receiving push 

notifications related to marijuana or marijuana products. 

 (4) The department shall adopt rules to clearly identify the activities that constitute 

advertising that are prohibited under this section. 

The department has rulemaking authority under 16-12-211, MCA. Administrative rules for advertising 

can be found under ARM 42.39.123. In December 2023, the department proposed amendments to ARM 

42.39.123. The reasonable necessity provision in administrative rule notice 42-1073pro states: 

The department proposes to amend ARM 42.39.123 to provide additional, necessary guidance about 

what is marketing and branding versus what is advertising. The department fields numerous 

questions in this regard and the proposed amendments reflect identified issues and seek to improve 

guidance to licensees about what is allowable, or prohibited, under the law. 

The proposed ARM is: 

42.39.123 ADVERTISING (1) remains the same.  

(2)  "Advertise or advertising" means the publication, dissemination, solicitation, or circulation of 

visual, oral, or written communication to directly induce any person to purchase or consume 

marijuana or marijuana products.  Advertising includes the promotion of special pricing, events, 

sales, or discounts.  Advertising does not include branding, marketing, or packaging and labeling 

of marijuana and marijuana products.  

(3) remains the same.  

(4)  "Brand" or "branding" means creating a unique identity for a business to target an audience or 

consumers.  Branding does not include references to specific marijuana or marijuana products.  

(5)  "Market" or "marketing" means an action a business uses to promote their brand, location, or 

services.  Marketing does not include references to specific marijuana or marijuana products.  

(4) remains the same but is renumbered (6).  

(5) (7)  A licensee's outdoor signage may not use colloquial terms for marijuana or marijuana 

products (e.g., pot, reefer, ganja, weed) and may not use an image or visual representation of 

useable marijuana, marijuana-infused products, marijuana concentrates, marijuana paraphernalia, 

or an image that indicates the presence of a product such as smoke, edibles, etc.  

(6) and (7) remain the same but are renumbered (8) and (9).  

https://mtrevenue.gov/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2023/12/42-1073pro-arm.pdf
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(8) (10)  Marijuana business social media accounts that advertise marijuana or marijuana 

products must be private and must contain a clearly visible notice on the main page stating that 

only persons 21 years of age or older may follow the account.  A marijuana business that uses a QR 

code in an electronic advertisement must utilize appropriate measures to verify that individuals 

visiting the QR code's webpage are 21 years of age or older.  

(9) remains the same but is renumbered (11).  

(10) (12)  The prohibition in (9)(11)(c) does not prohibit the use of informational pamphlets for 

dissemination at marijuana trade conferences or the use or distribution of business cards.  

Nothing in this rule shall be construed to allow the sale or possession of marijuana or marijuana 

products outside of a licensed premises, including at tradeshows.  

(11) (13)  The prohibition in (9)(11)(d) does not prohibit a marijuana business from asserting 

that its products have been tested by a licensed marijuana testing laboratory. 

The department held a public hearing on the proposed administrative rules on January 19 and has 

indicated additional changes will be made to ARM 42.39.123 based on stakeholder feedback but has not 

yet published the additional changes.  

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTION: 

• Stakeholders will discuss suggestions for advertising revisions with the committee during the 

March 2024 meeting. 

CONSUMPTION LOUNGES 

EXPLANATION:  

Consumption lounges were considered as a member topic during the September 2023 EAIC meeting. At 

the meeting, the committee heard a presentation on consumption lounge policies in other states and 

listened to public comment from several members of the industry. Commenters referenced the inclusion 

of marijuana in the Clean Indoor Air Act as part of their dissent for the idea of consumption lounges: 

50-40-101. Short title. This part may be cited as the "Montana Clean Indoor Air Act of 1979" 

50-40-102. Intent — purpose. The legislature finds and declares that the purposes of this part 

are as follows: 

 (1) to protect the public health and welfare by prohibiting smoking in public places and 

places of employment; 

 (2) to recognize the right of nonsmokers to breathe smoke-free air; and 
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 (3) to recognize that the need to breathe smoke-free air has priority over the desire to 

smoke. 

50-40-103. Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions apply: 

(8) "Smoking" or "to smoke" includes the act of lighting, smoking, or carrying a lighted cigar, 

cigarette, pipe, or any smokable product and includes the use of marijuana. 

The general consensus from the industry was that consumption lounges were not a pressing issue in 

Montana, and neither the industry nor the department were interested in adding consumption lounges as 

an opportunity for consumers of recreational or medical marijuana. The committee agreed to revisit the 

topic during the spring to consider a committee bill to define and disallow consumption lounges in 

statute for clarity. 

See Appendix A for all public comment pertaining to Consumption Lounges. 

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTIONS: 

• Ban consumption lounges. 

LICENSING & OPERATIONS 

EXPLANATION: 

Title 16, chapter 12, part 2 governs licensing and regulation for marijuana. The department currently 

issues the following license types: 

• Cultivator license (16-12-223) 

• Manufacturer license (16-12-221) 

• Adult-use dispensary license (16-12-224) 

• Medical marijuana dispensary license (16-12-224) 

• Testing laboratory license (16-12-202) 

• Marijuana transporter license (16-12-222) 

• Combined-use marijuana license (16-12-225) 

Per 16-12-104, MCA, the department may establish other license types, subtypes, endorsements, and 

restrictions it considers necessary for the efficient administration of the chapter. Licenses are renewed 

annually, and each license type follows its own provisions and fee structure. 

In addition to the specific statutes for each license type, Title 16, chapter 12, part 2 contains general 

provisions that pertain to all licensees, such as limitations, activities, licensing as a privilege, and 

restrictions. In pertinent part: 
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Related to operating hours for dispensaries 

16-12-207. Licensing as privilege — criteria. 

(11) An adult-use dispensary or medical marijuana dispensary may not operate between the 

hours of 8 p.m. and 9 a.m. daily. 

Related to cannabis outdoor grows 

16-12-203. Licensing types — requirements — limitations — activities. 

(6) A cultivator licensed under this chapter in accordance with licensing requirements set forth in 

this chapter and rules adopted by the department: 

(c) may not engage in outdoor cultivation of marijuana, except as provided in 16-12-223(6). 

16-12-223. Licensing of cultivators. 

(6) A former medical marijuana licensee who engaged in outdoor cultivation before November 3, 

2020, may continue to engage in outdoor cultivation. 

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTION: 

• Restructure marijuana licenses. 

• Extend operating hours for dispensaries from 7 am – 11 pm. 

• Create distance requirement between new hemp fields and cannabis outdoor grows. 

MORATORIUM 

EXPLANATION: 

The provisions in 16-12-201 contain a moratorium for existing licensees that is set to expire in 2025. This 

moratorium was originally set to expire June 30, 2023, and the 2023 Legislature amended the date to 

extend the moratorium, to June 30, 2025: 

16-12-201. Licensing of cultivators, manufacturers, and dispensaries. (1) (a) Between 

January 1, 2022, and June 30, 2025, the department may only accept applications from and issue 

licenses to former medical marijuana licensees that were licensed by or had an application 

pending with the department of public health and human services on April 27, 2021, and are in 

good standing with the department and in compliance with this chapter, rules adopted by the 

department, and any applicable local regulations or ordinances as of January 1, 2022. 

 (b) The department shall begin accepting applications for and issuing licenses to cultivate, 

manufacture, or sell marijuana or marijuana products to applicants who are not former medical 

marijuana licensees under subsection (1)(a) on or after July 1, 2025. 
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 (2) (a) The department shall adopt rules to govern the operation of former medical 

marijuana licensees and facilitate the process of transitioning former medical marijuana licensees 

to the appropriate license under this chapter with a minimum of disruption to business 

operations. 

 (b) Beginning January 1, 2022, a former medical marijuana licensee may sell marijuana and 

marijuana products to registered cardholders at the medical tax rate set forth in 15-64-102 and to 

consumers at the adult-use marijuana tax rate set forth in 15-64-102 under the licensee's existing 

license in a jurisdiction that allows for the operation of marijuana businesses pursuant to 16-12-

301 until the former medical marijuana licensee's next license renewal date, by which time the 

former medical licensee must have applied for and obtained the appropriate licensure under this 

chapter to continue operations, unless an extension of time is granted by the department. 

 (c) (i) Except as provided in subsection (2)(c)(ii), for the purpose of this subsection (2), 

"appropriate licensure" means a cultivator license, medical marijuana dispensary license, adult-

use dispensary license, and, if applicable, a manufacturer license. 

 (ii) A former medical marijuana licensee who sells marijuana and marijuana products 

exclusively to registered cardholders is not required to obtain an adult-use dispensary license. 

 (3) The department may amend or issue licenses to provide for staggered expiration dates. 

The department may provide for initial license terms of greater than 12 months but no more than 

23 months in adopting staggered expiration dates. Thereafter, licenses expire annually. License 

fees for the license term implementing staggered license terms may be prorated by the 

department. 

STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTIONS: 

• Extend the current moratorium on new licenses for another 2 years. 

• Modify and extend moratorium. 

TAXES, FINES, RULES & REGULATIONS 

EXPLANATION: 

According to data provided by one Montana stakeholder: 

“Montana has a high sales tax rate on cannabis. The MTCIA recognizes that the effort to lower the 

cannabis sales tax would unlikely be successful. So, the MTCIA would encourage using the tax to 

shore up regulation and enforcement against the illegal market prior to appropriating it to 

unrelated government services.” Montana Cannabis Industry Association 
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Present law provides for the distribution of taxes and fees collected by the department related to medical 

and recreational marijuana in 16-12-111, MCA. At the end of each fiscal year the department transfers 

money collected in a specific order to designated accounts, after reserving 3-month’s operating expenses. 

The first $6 million goes to the Healing and Ending Addiction through Recovery and Treatment (HEART) 

fund, and the net balance is distributed to accounts specified for the following benefit: 

• 20% for funding wildlife habitat 

• 4% each for state parks, trails & recreational facilities, and nongame wildlife 

• The lesser of 3% or $200,000 for veterans & surviving spouses 

• $150,000 for the Board of Crime Control 

• The remainder to the General Fund 

During the 2023 legislative session, SB 442 was passed and subsequently vetoed by the Governor. If the 

bill had been signed into law, the allocation of marijuana tax revenue would have been revised to include 

distribution to the Department of Transportation to fund county road construction and maintenance as 

well as revise some of the allocation percentages to the existing funds in 16-12-111. The veto process was 

challenged in court and overturned, however, SB 442 remains in the courts under appeal, so present law 

marijuana revenue allocation remains. 

The department has rulemaking authority for fines under 16-12-112 (adult-use marijuana) and 16-12-

533 (medical marijuana): 

16-12-112. Rulemaking authority — fees. (1) The department may adopt rules to 

implement and administer this chapter, including: 

(f) notice and contested case hearing procedures for fines or license and endorsement 

revocations, suspensions, or modifications; 

16-12-533. Rulemaking authority — fees. The department may adopt rules to implement 

this part as authorized in this section to specify: 

(3) notice and contested case hearing procedures for fines or registry identification card 

revocation, suspension, or modification; 

Public comment during the interim indicated that the department charges excessive fines and the 

industry is experiencing over-regulation with rules. Additionally, commenters stated that the industry 

does not have enough say in the rulemaking process and rules are changed too rapidly for proper 

compliance. 

See Exhibit B for all public comment related to taxes, fines, rules & regulations 

 

https://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/title_0160/chapter_0120/part_0010/section_0110/0160-0120-0010-0110.html
https://leg.mt.gov/bills/2023/billpdf/SB0442.pdf
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STAKEHOLDER SUGGESTIONS: 

• Use the marijuana tax to shore up regulation and enforcement against the illegal market prior to 

appropriating it to unrelated government services. 

• Reforming mandatory and excessive fines and fees. 

• Create an industry led advisory committee for the CCD. 

• Red tape reduction for the cannabis industry. 

• Define and reapply “unduly burdensome” litmus test for cannabis rules and regulations from the 

original wording of HB701. 

• Increase staffing for CCD and DOJ. 
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APPENDIX A: COMMENTARY ON CONSUMPTION LOUNGES 
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APPENDIX B: COMMENTARY ON TAXES, FINES, REGULATIONS 
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